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THEME: ROMAN HOLIDAY
Oct 13-14, Sat & Sun, 11am-8pm

Venue: Zhongguancun Software Park 
International Conference Service Centre

Scan the QR code via 
WeChat to buy tickets
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Visit theBeijinger.com for even more events and details.

The most important upcoming dates

Rent
Over 20 years since its opening on Broadway, what 

is arguably the edgiest New York musical now 
comes to Beijing’s Capital Theatre, laying bare the 

lives of seven East Village artists struggling to make 
ends meet in the late ‘80s in the shadow of the 

AIDS epidemic.

China Open
The world’s top tennis stars convene at the National 
Tennis Center for the 15th China Open, including 
defending champions Rafael Nadal and Caroline Garcia 
as well as fellow top-ranked players Juan Martin del 
Potro, Alexander Zverev, Simona Halep, Caroline 
Wozniacki, and the indomitable Williams sisters.

Beijing Design Week
Taking cues from the Danish cultural phenomenon 

of hygge, the ephemeral sense of coziness and 
contentment, this year’s Beijing Design Week looks to 
coddle us with nourishing events and exhibitions that 
explore how tailored surroundings can in turn aid our 
feelings of fulfillment – something that can certainly 

be lacking in fast-paced Beijing. 

2018 Beijing Pizza Festival
Now in its fifth iteration, this year’s Pizza Fest goes 
west to Zhongguancun’s Software Park in search of 
a new legion of pizza fans. Join us along with 60 of 
the city’s top pizza vendors for a weekend of food, 
drink, and entertainment, before reveling in the art 
of shoveling copious amounts of glistening cheese 
and chewy dough down our throats.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Growing up in a quaint rural village in the north of 

England, it’s safe to say that my knowledge of the deep 
joy that only cheese sprinkled on tomato sauce spread 
on baked flour can bring would have been stilted had I 
been satisfied with the offerings of my one stuffy pizza 
chain in town. Alas, as good as their dough balls were, they 
cannot sustain a strapping young lad’s curiosity forever. 
And thus it is here that we, individuals driven to explore 
more than the offerings of our local pizza joint (among 
other things), find ourselves on the cusp of yet another 
pizza showdown in the most unlikely of locales.

Therefore, to get you in the mood for the 2018 Beijing 
Pizza Festival (Oct 13-14, read more on p.44), our cover 
feature (p.12-23) is dedicated to grilling the top five 
contestants of last year’s competition to see what exactly 
it is that tossed their pizzas to the top. We also dive into 
the history of esteemed Italian explorers who landed on 
Chinese shores long before we were here to witness Pizza 
Hut sell its first durian pizza.

Just like those initial voyagers, we continue to marvel at 
the breadth and variety of Beijing’s offerings, a testament 
to the creativity and ingenuity of its people. We hope you 
enjoy riding the crust of what this fine city has to offer in 
the following pages and we look forward to seeing you 
with greasy smiles and cheesy palms at this year’s fest!

Tom Arnstein 
Managing Editor
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CITY SCENE
STAT // BEST OF THE BLOG // SCENE & HEARD

The percentage of the Chinese adult population 
believed to be lactose intolerant, a claim which 
seems to be in direct contradiction to the rise of 
Western, dairy-based food in China. Case in point: 
the blossoming consumption of pizza, perhaps 
one of the cheesiest Western foods around, and 
the thousands of devotees who flock to our Pizza 
Festival each year. 

The ‘over 90 percent’ figure is based on a study 
carried out by a team of US scientists over 30 years 
ago, and is still consistently quoted to this day. 
What certainly sounds like an incredible statistic 
can in fact be explained by the region’s traditional 
diet, and in turn, the biological evolution of Asians. 
That’s because East Asians more often than not lack 
lactase enzymes – needed to break down lactose 
in the body – due to dairy not being traditionally 
consumed after childhood. Compare this to Europe 
where dairy has been an important source of 
nutrition throughout history and fewer than 10 
percent of people are lactose intolerant.

This leaves the puzzle of the pizza boom in China, 
which perhaps says more about the growth of 

Chinese interest in Western culinary culture than 
any change in biology. And it’s not just the public 
who has fallen for dairy; as of 2014, the Chinese 
government began and nationwide push for milk 
consumption in schools as a means to fight calcium 
deficiency. Though scientifically unlikely to combat 
lactose intolerance, such an endorsement is likely 
to change attitudes to a foodstuff once considered 
“weird.”

That growing acceptance can be observed 
in China’s supermarkets, where cheese is mostly 
highly processed (and as a result less lactose-rich), 
often sweetened, and marketed for children. While 
it’s unlikely that interest in the more “fruity” types 
of mature cheeses devoured in Europe will take 
off any time soon, it’s clear that a rise in Western 
fast food is fueling a rise in dairy consumption. 
However, the extent of lactose intolerance in China 
remains elusive and it is unclear how many people 
are simply suffering through the pain for the next 
pizza slice. If that’s the case, we can most certainly 
relate.

PHOTO:  ZYZIXUN.NET
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For these stories and more, check out theBeijinger.com/blog  

3. One Month in China: The Biggest Mistakes 
I’ve Made so Far

A newbie looks back on having survived one entire 
month, detailing those things that most if not all of us 
encountered (though may not be keen to remember) 
when we were fresh off the boat. Weeing on you shoes, 
anyone?

4. Pollution Will Make You Stupid?
A study published by a Chinese-American 

research team claims to have found a correlation 
between air quality and intelligence. By analyzing 
the cognitive performance of some 20,000 
Chinese men and women, their data seemed to 
suggest that prolonged exposure to polluted 
air comes at the detriment to cognitive ability. 
However, the study did not prove a cause and 
effect link between the two factors.

 Every issue, we tally the hits from theBeijinger.com and bring you the most-viewed blogs from our website.

PHOTOS: ABS-CBN, FELIX LIU, THE TELEGRAPH, UNSPLASH, ANNA PELLEGRIN-HARTLEY, TAKUNGPAO, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, CRYPTNUS

1. China-Africa Cooperation Brings 
Gridlocks and Blue Skies to Beijing

More than 50 African leaders recently 
convened in Beijing for the Forum on 
China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), 
bringing with it rush-hour gridlocks to 
the capital’s streets but also having the 
benefit of clearing the skies, harking 
back to 2014’s APEC Blue.

2. DDC and School Bar Announce Offbeat New 
Ventures

Two of Beijing’s most successful livehouses 
announced that they are branching out with offbeat 
new ventures. DDC is turning their hand to production, 
building a studio and venue space all the way out in 
Changli, Hebei, whereas School has opened a music 
training school, aptly titled Let’School.

BEST OF THE BLOG           BEST OF THE BLOG
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5. China Takes Aim at Video Games Amidst 
Rise in Gaming Addiction

Video game developers, including Tencent, 
saw their stocks tumble after Chinese authorities 
cited video games as one reason for the sharp 
rise in adolescent nearsightedness. As such, the 
government will seek to restrict access to online 
video games as well as tackle what authorities say is 
a video game addiction epidemic among Chinese 
youth.

7. Monthly Rent in Beijing Soars to Skyscraper 
Heights

Beijing residents let out a collective (but unsurprised) 
groan upon learning that rent has risen 25 percent 
from last year, causing concern for the capital’s millions 
of occupants. Property agencies that control Beijing’s 
rental market through sublease contracts are partly to 
blame, countering with the promise of releasing tens of 
thousands of new rental properties into the market in 
the near future.

6. Beijing to Hong Kong Train Travel to be Cut to 
9 Hours

A bullet train link from Beijing to Hong Kong will 
cut journey time down from 24 hours to a mere nine 
as of late September. The line will run between Beijing 
West Train Station via Guangzhou and Shenzhen before 
terminating in Hong Kong’s new West Kowloon Station. 
Tickets are rumored to cost around RMB 1,000 one-way.

8. Cryptocurrency Promotion and Events Now 
Banned in Beijing

Cryptocurrency in Beijing suffered another blow after 
the government released a notice stating that public 
spaces such as malls, hotels, guesthouses, and offices are 
prohibited from promoting or holding cryptocurrency-
related events. Though the notice did not specify what 
constitutes a publicity activity, it did ask that anyone who 
encounters such goings-on “report to the district office.”

BEST OF THE BLOG           BEST OF THE BLOG
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SCENE & HEARD                                                                                                                                                          SCENE & HEARD

Vertical Run
Aug 25, China World Summit Wing. Photos courtesy of the organizers

Jen Why Art
Aug 7, Hotel Jen. Photos courtesy of the organizers
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SCENE & HEARD                                                                                                                                                          SCENE & HEARD

VGarden Opening
Aug 12, VGarden. Photos courtesy of the organizers
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so I would cook at house parties because people wanted 
something other than McDonald’s or KFC,” Gillespie says. 
Soon fellow students were telling him that he should 
open a restaurant, an endeavor that nearly materialized 
in 2006, though it stalled for various reasons.

It wasn’t until 2012, when Gillespie was quizzed 
once again by a loyal devotee of his taste-of-home 
fare, that he finally decided what he would do. 
Gillespie had already witnessed a change in 
local eating habits, recollecting how the diners 
at Kro’s Nest, one of the city’s first 
major challengers to Pizza Hut’s 
h e g e m o n y in China, had 

FEATURE
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To say that Pie Squared is a product born out of 
love is closer to the truth than you might expect. 
Or rather, it’s a product born out of a high school 

crush. Asher Gillespie (pictured opposite), founder and 
owner of Shunyi’s deep dish pizza mecca, cheerfully recalls 
how his interest in cooking was merely a byproduct of 
his pursuit of a girl in his sophomore year, an adolescent 
drive that meant that when his conquest began working 
in the kitchen of a local Italian restaurant in his hometown 
of Michigan, he did too. Before he knew it, Gillespie 
had found a new infatuation with food, and during the 
remainder of high school worked his way up the ranks 
from humble dishwater to deft sauté cook.

Despite honing his craft early on, cooking professionally 
was put on the back burner to make way for Gillespie’s 
developing curiosity in China, which saw him land in 
Beijing in 2000 as a study abroad student in college. 
However, the change of scenery, and a collective call 
for the epicurean pleasures of home, only fueled 
his need to cook. “I got my unofficial start 
when the 70 other people 
I came here with were 
homesick for food, 
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working just as 
w e l l  w i t h 
c o o k i n g 
g r e a s e  a s 
they had for 
t h e  m o r e 
v i s c o u s , 
e n g i n e 
kind, frying 
the  dough 
a r o u n d  t h e 
base and making 
for a sumptuous 
and buttery crust 
whose initial crunch gives 
way to caramelized cheese and 
gooey insides. To say the combination is addictive would 
be an understatement, something for which Gillespie has 
proof: “My favorite thing about [the Pizza Festival] is that 
we always get people who say ‘we heard your pizza’s good 
but I don’t like deep dish, but I’m going to try one slice.’ 
So they get one and as they take a bite as they walk away 
they’ll do a 180 and they say, ‘OK, I’ll take two more slices.’”

And what of Pie Squared’s chances of winning again 
this year? “We’ll see what happens,” Gillespie says, adding, 
“I loved winning [last year] – it made a lot of old hours 
and past overtime finally totally feel worth it.” No matter 
what happens, the love that has gone into these hearty 
squares is undeniable, and all the result of a bygone high 
school crush.

“originally started out at 95 percent expat and 5 percent 
local because at first Chinese weren’t eating dairy or 
drinking beer, but then in 2008 it flipped.” Seeing his 
opportunity, and now feeling confident enough that he 
had the skills and relationships needed to open a place 
of his own, Gillespie said to himself, “Wait, if they’re now 
eating pizza, I’ve got something from my hometown, and 
so I just kind of merged the two.”

The result was the opening of Pie Squared in 2013. 
Although housed in a modest strip mall-like development 
in the Beijing boonies of Shunyi, the two-story restaurant 
has slowly built a loyal following; in no small part due to 
the fact that Gillespie seems to feed half of the city’s expat 
sports teams and international school community, often 
catering for post-match parties and events. That’s not 
however to belittle Pie Squared’s unassailable popularity 
elsewhere, a fact that culminated in Gillespie and his team 
winning the Beijinger’s 2017 Pizza Cup. Tucking into a slice 
of the restaurant’s signature square pizza, it’s easy to see 

why so many turned out to have their voices heard. 
Detroit-style pizza as a variation arose during 
Motown’s rule as automobile manufacturing 

capital of the world in the 1940s. Specifically, 
it was the result of one enterprising chef 

who decided to use industrial trays, 
originally made to hold small parts in 

factories, to add a twist on classic 
Sicilian-style pizza. The result 

was a hit, the pans having the 
unintended benefit of 

FEATURE
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Pizza making isn’t just a passion or a vocation for Paolo and Daniele Salvo (pictured opposite), it’s part of their 
lineage. The Neapolitan brothers can recall – long before they opened Bottega and became the Beijinger Pizza 
Cup winners in 2016 – being young boys falling asleep on the Coca-Cola ice box at their family’s pizzeria as 

their parents and relatives scurried to tend to customers. 
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That business has been going strong since their 
grandfather became a pro pizzaiolo in Naples in 1928. 
When they were little, Paolo (who oversees the kitchen at 
Bottega) and Daniele (who mostly handles front of house, 
though often pitches in out back with his brother) would 
head to the restaurant after school to lend a hand with 
the family biz. “I would carry pails of water to the sink and 
then wash the forks,” says Daniele, smiling as he looks back 
on that 25-year-old memory. Those simple chores were 
the beginning of his and Paolo’s tutelage in everything 
from pizza making to restaurant management. 

Despite the mom-and-pop operation’s storied history, 
it didn’t get bogged down in the past or lose touch. It was 
one of the first Napoli pizzerias to add more 
water to its dough recipe in order to 
aid with digestion, and a pioneer 
among Italian restaurants in 
professionally marketing 
a n d  p ro m o t i n g  i t s 
wares. Today many of 
the Salvo brothers’ 
c o u s i n s ,  u n c l e s 
and other family 
members operate 
p i z ze r i a s  b a c k 
home, with two of 
those restaurants 
– Fratelli Salvo and 
50 Kalò – being 
ranked among the 
top 10 in Napoli by 
Michel in ,  Gambero 
Rosso, Guida Espresso 
and other esteemed foodie 
organizations. 

Daniele and Paolo saw similar 
opportunities to innovate when they 
arrived in Beijing seven years ago, for a consulting 
gig with La Pizza. Daniele says: “At that time only one 
restaurant had Napoli pizza. In a city of 20 million people, 
we knew that wasn’t enough.” 

And although the market was fresh as newly made 
dough and more than ready to rise when Bottega opened, 
that doesn’t mean there weren’t a few hurdles for the Salvo 
siblings to overcome in Beijing before they reached the 
high regard that they enjoy today. Daniele says, initially, 

plenty of Chinese customers were more accustomed to 
American style pizza, and even seasoned diners were 
befuddled by the signature Salvo recipe. “Some people 
would complain that the pizza was soggy at first, and we 
had to explain that it’s not soggy, there is just more water 
in the dough to help with digestion, which is better once 
you’re used to it,” Daniele says. He adds that the Beijing 
market has evolved vastly since then and now many 
patrons, Chinese or otherwise, familiar with the Bottega 
brand know exactly what to expect when they order up a 
pie. “We had to educate people a bit, not to eat the right 
way necessarily, but to eat pizza our way,” Daniele says.

Now that the Salvos have gained far better traction 
among Beijing foodies, they’ve also enjoyed 

other developments in the scene, 
like easier access to ingredients. 

Chal lenges st i l l  abound, 
however, such as brutal 

local redevelopment 
policies that forced 

them to move their 
original location to 
Nali  Patio a few 
years back. There 
are also particular 
hurdles for specific 
ingredients. Their 
family’s trademark 

usage of mozzarella, 
for instance, is tricky 

in China,  because 
it spoils so quickly it 

often doesn’t survive the 
distance. Paolo and Daniele’s 

solution? Import authentic 
Neapolitan milk, then work with 

a producer here in China to make the 
cheese fresh. 
Despite such hiccups, the Salvo brothers enjoy coming 

up with creative solutions and being part of a market like 
Beijing’s, which is dynamic and quick to flourish. Daniele 
says he also loves being a pizzaiolo in 2018 in general, 
saying: “I can remember when pizza was just pizza, just a 
normal thing, and now with Instagram and social media 
people are going crazy for it. But we were making it before 
it was a cool thing!”
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Every morning, Gian Luca Torcoli (pictured opposite)
heads to his Italian kitchen near the Forbidden City, 
where he serves up thin-crust slices of his childhood 

from the other side of the globe. 
“Pizza is probably the most diffused food in the world,” 

says Torcoli, Eatalia partner and manager of the brand’s 
Carpe Diem restaurant. “Though it is very hard to find a 
decent one outside Italy.”

That’s why Torcoli, 33, decided seven years ago to 
deliver that taste to China. His first Eatalia Carpe Diem 
location, in Wudaokou, was short-lived. But since August 
2012, the Di’anmen location has thrived and dished 
out authentic “pizza for purists,” as we wrote last year of 
Torcoli’s margherita, rustica, and prosciutto e funghi pies. 
A longtime Pizza Fest favorite in Beijing, Eatalia Carpe 
Diem went on to take third place in last year’s Pizza Cup. 

Torcoli was born in 1985 
i n  t h e  s m a l l 
northern Italian 

FEATURE

PHOTOS: UNI YOU

town of Limone sul Garda, in the foothills of the Alps, 
“surrounded by high peaks, green forests, blue skies,” he 
remembers. 

There, as a child, Torcoli helped his grandma run her 
trattoria, from managing the kitchen to picking herbs from 
her garden. “I so admired her endless knowledge of nature 
and cuisine,” he says. They spent almost every minute 
together, while Torcoli’s mom worked. During those years 
he went from capable apprentice to jack-of-all-trades, 
baking bread in the mornings and – in true farm-to-table 
fashion – raising rabbits, chickens, and pigs for slaughter. 

Torcoli left home for the first time at 19 to study in 
Bologna, and later wound up tending bar in Santiago de 
Compostela, Spain, for a year. It was there he honed his 
craft in the 
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hospitality industry. By then, Torcoli had the dream, but 
he lacked a degree. He soon moved to West Germany and 
earned his master’s in East Asian studies. 

His next stop was Beijing, in 2011. “It was the city where 
we were pretending to study and the only place we could 
survive in China,” Torcoli says. Plus, Beijing offered HSK 
certification, which enabled the budding entrepreneur 
to finish his education early and head for the kitchen 
professionally. 

Torcoli’s best friend, Mario Zaccagnini, founded Eatalia 
and, as CEO, seeks investors and manages company 
growth. Early on, Eatalia was operating four restaurants, 
but “we eventually decided to focus our energy on 
developing new business concepts,” Torcoli says. He and 
Zaccagnini formed Compleat Holdings, an umbrella 
company that explores potential business projects aside 
from the restaurant. 

Torcoli serves as Eatalia’s chief operating officer, and 
manages Carpe Diem day-to-day.

“I care about quality,” he says. Simply put, that means 
importing ingredients from all the way back home in Italy. 
That sauce? Sourced from tomatoes and herbs in Campania. 
The olive oil? From Tuscany, and so on. “We’re trying to 
be as authentic as we can, and a point of reference for 

a real Italian 
experience.” 

T h a t 
m u c h  i s 
apparent 
u p o n 
e n te r i n g 
C a r p e 
Diem from 
X i lou  A l le y 
in  Di ’anmen. 
Visitors step into 
a sleek, yet homey 
dining spot bursting with 
red hues and Last Supper-style decor. Upstairs, the quaint, 
courtyard veranda might be the only place in Beijing to 
enjoy pizza while overlooking a landscape of hutong 
rooftops. As one online reviewer recently wrote, “We 
did not expect to find a restaurant that was Italian not 
only in name, but also in fact!” Another testimonial was 
rendered speechless: “After six weeks in China, this meal 
was beyond words.”

Torcoli has a few words for what’s kept Eatalia Carpe 
Diem seizing the day in the heart of Beijing for the last 
six years.

“It was born as a challenge amongst young passionates,” 
Torcoli says. “We were moved by the wish of doing 

things we like to do, and of doing things well.”

17 SEP/OCT 2018
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The pizza game in Beijing is a game of thrones: 
the pioneers are battling for the crown while the 
newcomers try to survive to see off their rivals. But 

just as in a certain TV show, no one is ever truly safe. So 
we were intrigued to meet one of the kings of the scene, 
Yuan Jie (pictured opposite), founder of Tube Station, 
the hugely popular and successful pizza chain perhaps 
best known for its giant, 32-inch pizza, designed to feed 
(and beguile) at least 10 people. Having built an empire 
from scratch, the somewhat elusive Beijinger Yuan kindly 
agreed to speak to us about what it takes to have the 
biggest pizza in the capital.

That journey began in 1996 when Yuan opened a bar in 
Wudaokou with two friends from Japan and Bulgaria. He 
then launched Tube Station in 1999 near Beijing Normal 
University, serving sandwiches and pizza, “because there 
wasn’t much food choice for the expats and foreign 
students,” he tells us. “Since I’ve been to New York 
many times, I decided to serve real pizza.” 
The reason for the name Tube 

Station? “I wanted it to be a place for close friends and 
loved ones to assemble and to share memories and enjoy 
their time together,” Yuan explains. From these humble 
beginnings, Yuan never imagined Tube Station would one 
day become a 23-branch chain. With19 outlets in Beijing 
alone, others are dotted around Hebei, Tianjin, and Xi’an 
and will be joined by four new restaurants in Shanghai 
later this year. 

So what is it that makes Tube Station special? We’d say 
a decidedly casual and family-friendly atmosphere that 
mimics “a rustic American style” alongside its authentic 
New York-style pizzas, which are all made using imported 
cheese, sauce, and flour. Their signature Garbage Pail 
pie has every possible topping on the menu, except for 
salmon and barbecue chicken (that would just be 
wrong). This mammoth pizza 
came to 
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divis ive topping a 
blasphemy against 
the pizza gods. How 
about the best drink 
to pair with pizza? 
“Beer, of course,” Yuan 
grins.

As ide f rom thei r 
core business in Beijing 

and a steady expansion 
across  the China,  Tube 

Station also aspires to reach 
into international dining scenes, 

previously teaming up with Modern 
Sky to sell their hulking pizzas at the Chinese 

music promoter and label’s New York music festival. Of its 
universal appeal, Yuan says, “It’s not only about the taste, 
but also about making it affordable and down-to-earth, 
instead of making it fancy and expensive; and providing 
a nice experience for the customers.” During our visit, the 
diners we saw were young, energetic, and eager for pizza 
– an ideal representation of their target customers. With a 
growing fan base throughout Beijing, China, and further 

afield, it looks like Tube Station’s place on the 
local pizza throne for now remains 

unchallenged.

life after staff mixed 
all the ingredients 
together on top of a 
thin crust at the end of 
a long day, and it just 
so happened to do the 
trick. Quality control is 
also essential for such 
a large production and 
relies on a state-of-the-art 
3,000sqm central kitchen 
where Tube Station’s dough and 
sauces are prepared before being 
sent to its numerous outlets, making 
sure that “when every customer enters any of our 
chains, the experience and the taste is the same.”

Although they get many families through the door, 
Yuan has also made it a priority to cater to China’s youth, 
which doesn’t necessarily mean following every passing 
fad. “For example, durian is popular in the Beijing food 
scene but we will never put durian on a pizza,” Yuan says, 

considering this fetid 
and 
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When Jade Gray says ‘New Wave,’ he’s not talking 
about Siouxsie and the Banshees or The Cure. 
As the owner of Gung Ho receives a piping hot 

pizza from one of his sharply dressed members of staff, 
the New Zealand native unfolds the idea behind this 
completely non-musical term.

“There’s more of an artisanal and creative approach, 
as opposed to double cheese and double pepperoni,” 
Gray explains. “We started Gung Ho in 2010, and there 
was nothing groundbreaking around. The only pizza 
places were just Annies, Kro’s Nest, fast food joints, and 
a few traditional Italian places. But nobody was doing 
what I call ‘new wave pizza.’” This phrase, often used in 
regard to food to reposition a familiar product as refined 
(think wine and coffee), describes Gung Ho’s innovative 
approach to cooking.

“We have a healthier and wholesome take on pizza,” 
Gray says, before adding, “We really focus on the quality 
of the ingredients, using market-fresh, locally-sourced, 
organic, seasonal products. It’s what Gung Ho is about: 
fresh ingredients, leftfield pizzas.”

What exactly constitutes a leftfield pizza? One example 
would be Gung Ho’s Xinjiang Pizza, one of the brand’s 
more playful items, which has since been taken off 
the menu. “We’re never afraid to try stuff, 
even when we get a lot of grief 
for some of the things 
we’ve tried. The 

Xinjiang Chuan’r Pizza was pretty meat-heavy with a lot 
of spices. It wasn’t a big seller, but we had a few guys that 
loved it; and that’s the thing with failures, you still end up 
with some hardcore fans.” Grade says the team embraces 
their failures as much as they do their successes, some 
of which recently include  their in-house-made vegan 
mozzarella as well as their keto pizza, likely the only pizza 
in Beijing, if not all of China, to sport a cauliflower base.

This brazen and creative spirit has been present in Gung 
Ho from the off, including the pizza brand’s most iconic 
quirk, and one which arguably boosted their recognition 
most throughout Beijing 
during the early days. “Our 
deliverymen had ‘Go! Go! 
Go!’ written on their bright 
pink uniforms, so we really 
were one of the first proper 
delivery companies in Beijing 
before the recent wave of 
third-party apps.” As anyone 
that has witnessed 
t h e i r 
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scooter-straddling 
fleet take off can tell 

you, they are also one of the fiercest, releasing Gung Ho’s 
battle-cry motto as they speed out of the gates.

Gray also takes pride in Gung Ho’s ongoing 
environmental awareness projects, down to the holistic 
nature of the business, saying, “Part of our ethos is how 
can we create an awesome brand without fucking up 
the environment. We want to be a 
business, but we also want 
to be respectful 

and acknowledge that we have a responsibility to take 
care of our planet.” Such aspirations helped Gung Ho 
become the third company ever to achieve B Corp status 
in China, awarded to those businesses active in helping 
to alleviate poverty, address climate change, build strong 
local communities, and provide positive workplaces. 
These practices are exemplified by their annual Earth Day 
and ongoing Great Wall Clean Up events.

Another of the company’s strengths is the customer 
experience that Gung Ho strives to provide. “Every part of 
the experience is fresh. That includes the box, the decor, 
the playlist,” Gray says, as bass-heavy Bob Marley flows 
out of the speakers above. “Right now we are using the 
designs of a local tattoo artist, Wang Ke, on our pizza 
boxes, celebrating Beijing through tattoo art.” He adds: 
“In Beijing, people really appreciate substance, they like 
to keep things simple, and really appreciate authentic 
experiences. You can’t bullshit Beijing people.”

With that in mind, Gray says he is confident that he can 
once again impress Beijingers at this year’s at the Pizza 
Cup: “We’re not going to give much away now, but I think 
we’re going to marry the perfect relationship between 
pizza and craft beer. Our goal is to keep innovating, which 

is a big part of our ambition. Always fresh, always on 
the edge.”

As a whiff of the kitchen’s signature lamb pizza 
wafts through the venue, we pose one final, simple 
yet important question to Gray: Why should people 
care about Gung Ho Pizza? “Because we give a shit 
about people and the planet, and we make awesome 
pizza.” Well, there’s no denying that.
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Almost every visitor to China knows about Marco 
Polo, the 13th-century Venetian explorer who 
traveled to what was then the city of Khanbaliq 

(today’s Beijing), and served in the court of Kublai Khan for 
17 years. Whether Marco Polo made it all the way to the 
Khan’s capital or not is a debate only slightly less heated 
than the controversy of whether it was Italy who learned 
about pasta from the Chinese or, as some Italian partisans 
would have it, the other way around. 

Certainly, Marco liked to tell a good story, and his 
literary collaborator Rustichello da Pisa was a noted writer 
of romances, so there’s every reason to think that The 
Travels of Marco Polo featured a fair share of exaggeration 
and hearsay. Not that it’s a dealbreaker: Polo wouldn’t be 
the last laowai to embellish his time in China for a good 

FEATURE

story and a possible book deal.
While Marco might be the best-known Italian to travel 

to China (or not), he was far from alone in making the 
long journey from that sunny Mediterranean peninsula 
to the Far East. 

Odoric of Pordenone (1286-1331) was a Franciscan 
Friar who traveled to China by way of India and Sumatra 
between 1318 and 1329. He reached the coast of China 
by sea in 1321, landing first at Fuzhou before journeying 
overland to Hangzhou, then one of the world’s greatest 
cities. Odoric continued northward along the Grand 
Canal, finally reaching Khanbaliq, where the peripatetic 
friar checked in with his fellow Franciscan, Giovanni da 
Montecorvino (1247-1328). 

Giovanni had built a church in the Khan’s capital, 

PHOTOS: THE TRAVELS OF M
ARCO POLO, BBC
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where he served as Archbishop and ministered to a 
growing congregation of a few hundred converts and the 
Catholic-curious. Giovanni da Montecorvino and Odoric 
had more on their minds than just missionary work. Both 
were dispatched (as were Marco Polo’s uncles Nicolo and 
Matteo) as Papal envoys seeking to enlist the Mongol 
khans – whom the Europeans associated with the legend 
of Prester John, the Christian king in the East – in their 
crusade against the Mamlūk Sultanate.

Almost as famous as Marco Polo, at least in China, 
is the Italian Jesuit polymath Matteo Ricci (1552-
1610). He was the first European to visit the court 
of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), and he served 
the Wanli Emperor (r. 1572-1620) as an astronomer 
and translator. It was Ricci who made the first 
systematic study of Confucianism (it helped that 
Ricci reportedly had an eidetic memory, which 
was a huge help in learning Chinese) and he 
also translated several important Western works, 
including Euclid’s geometry, into Chinese. The 
emperor granted Ricci a spot near Xuanwumen 
for a residence and small chapel, the forerunner of 
today’s South Cathedral. 

After Ricci’s death in 1610 – his tomb is located 
in what is today the Beijing Administrative College – 
generations of Jesuits would find employment with 
the emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties (1644-1912). 
Sicilian Jesuit Lodovico Buglio (1606-1682) established 
a church outside the Imperial City wall in 1653, the site 
today of St. Joseph’s Cathedral just north of Wangfujing.

The Jesuit missionary and artist Giuseppe Castiglione 
(1688-1766) served three different emperors, from his 
arrival in China in 1715 until his death over a half-century 
later. Castiglione’s blending of European and Chinese style 
influenced other painters in China, particularly in the use 
of perspective. 

The Qianlong Emperor (r. 1736-1796) tasked Castiglione 
with designing a set of “Western” palace buildings in the 
northern part of the Garden of Eternal Spring, one of the 
vast Imperial Gardens which later became known as the 
“Summer Palaces.” Castiglione responded with a series of 
designs which drew on the Italian’s memories of Europe, 
mixing a blend of styles including French and Italian 
Baroque, and which also included fountains designed by 
French Jesuit Michel Benoist (1715-1774). 

These palaces, like most of the Imperial Gardens, were 
destroyed by the Anglo-French Expedition in 1860, but 
the ruins of Castiglione’s vision remain a popular attraction 
for visitors at Yuanmingyuan (the Old Summer Palace) 

looking to add a bit of patriotic angst to their picnic in 
the park.

Not all Italian visitors to Beijing are as celebrated as 
Marco Polo or Matteo Ricci. In 1973, Italian filmmaker 
Michelangelo Antonioni (1912-2007) was excoriated in a 
People’s Daily editorial as an imperialist seeking to defame 
China and insult the Chinese people for his film Chung 
Kuo, Cina.

“This 3.5-hour-long film does not reflect new things, the 
new spirit and face of our great Motherland, but lumps 

together a large number of viciously distorted shots to 
attack Chinese leaders, smear socialist New China, slander 
China’s Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and insult 
the Chinese people. Any Chinese person with national 
pride cannot but be greatly angered by seeing this film,” 
said the People’s Daily.

Antonioni had spent five weeks in China, including 
Beijing, filming scenes of everyday life including people 
doing tai chi in the park and drinking tea. In fact, the movie 
is 220 minutes of long-take vignettes of life in China’s 
capital, which is why the vitriol from China surprised 
Antonioni, who responded that he in no way sought to 
portray China in a negative light. Later Chinese appraisals 
of Chung Kuo, Cina also acquitted Antonioni of a secret 
anti-China agenda. Likely, the anti-Antonioni campaign 
was as much about domestic political tensions – the 
struggle between moderates like Zhou Enlai and hardline 
supporters of Chairman Mao and Party Orthodoxy – than 
it was a proper film critique.

Italians have made many contributions to Beijing’s 
history and culture, including lasting legacies of stone 
and art. Now, if we could just settle the debate about who 
really invented pasta ...

MAT TEO RICCI
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CHINESE BREADS // RESTAURANT COCKTAILS // BOXING CAT // XINJIANG PROV GOV 

Sip, nibble, gulp, chew, guzzle, savor, feast 

XIAN’S COMPETITIVELY PRICED PIZZA AND PINTS
There are two kinds of pizzas lovers out there: those who love their dough and sauce 
foundations piled to the rafters with all manner of toppings, and those who prefer a more 
minimalistic, refined approach. The latter will revel in Xian at EAST Hotel’s take on the 
Italian classic; Roman-style crusts let unique toppings like fresh Yunnan mushrooms as 
well as red peppers, salami, and anchovies, all shine. A nightly 50 percent discount from 
5-8pm applies to both pizzas and the sudsy craft beers on offer at their outdoor Craft 
Container, making Xian an ideal stop for both pizza and pints. Xian, EAST Hotel Beijing, 
22 Jiuxianqiao Road, Chaoyang District (8426 0888)

PHOTO COURTESY EAST HOTEL
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NIBBLES AND SIPS

Having slain in the casual Italian dining scene with 
pizzas sumptuous enough to win our 2016 Pizza Cup, 
not to mention increasingly popular pastas and brunch 
items, the Bottega team now sets their sights on a far 
different new project. This go around they’re opening a 
Mexican bar and restaurant called El Barrio in Nali Patio. 
If that sounds like a strange left-of-field move, fear not, 
because Bottega has recruited star chef Eduardo Vargas 
(the half-Peruvian half-Mexican restaurateur and culinary 
purveyor of hugely popular Shanghai eateries like Azul 
Tapas Lounge, Azul Urban, and Colca) to get El Barrio up 
and running.

Vargas isn’t the only Shanghai bigwig eyeing the Beijing 
market. In mid-September veteran Xinjiang restaurant 
Red Rose relaunched in an entirely new iteration: a 
gastropub with a menu designed by Matthew Ona, 
known for Pearl City hotspots like Roof 325 and The Shook! 
That may mean that Red Rose’s famed lamb kebabs and 
naan are gone but they’ve been replaced with equally 
succulent steaks as well as sandwiches and pizza, and not 
to mention refined cocktails and craft beer brewed onsite. 

Another major international F&B name has also zeroed in 
on the Chinese capital. Lady M, the renowned New York 
City confectionary brand especially beloved for its mille 
crepes, recently opened a Chaoyang Joy City branch. The 
menu features the likes of Royal Milk Tea Mousse Cake, 
Mango Tartes, and other elegant treats that should be a 
boon for sweet fiends.

Fans of saltier, more savory fare should make their way to 
Home Plate instead, which recently added a new roster of 
barbecue items to its menu. You can now order a range of 
Texas-style meats by weight, amounting to an authentic 
Deep South experienced primed for big groups. If you’re 
in the mood for something smaller than a hulking plate 
of protein, there are also some new additions on the bar 
snacks menu, such as tamales, pulled pork hush puppies, 
and brisket sliders.

Finally, mark your calendars now for Chi Fan for Charity 
(CFFC), which returns for its 10th year on Nov 10. Of the 
12 charities to apply to receive the estimated RMB 400,000 
in funds that the organizers hope to raise this year, it was 
Educating Rural Girls of China (EGRC) who came out on 
top for their efforts in providing higher education to 
financially-challenged women in rural parts of the country.
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Many people miss proper Western-style bread when 
they move to Beijing. If the city’s many bakeries 
don’t satisfy your cravings, then head to the 

cooked food aisle of your local supermarket and you will 
find a veritable cornucopia of carby delights, from delicate 
pancakes to hearty breads. Here are a few of our favorites.

烧饼 shaobing (sesame bun)
Shaobing are particularly popular in the 
north of China and come in both sweet 
and savory varieties, as well as in a range 
of different shapes and sizes. 

烙饼 laobing (thick pancake)
The workhorse of the bing world, this thick, 
unleavened pancake is served alongside other 
dishes as a staple food or cut into strips and 
stir-fried with pork and vegetables.

PHOTO: UNI YOU
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煎饼 jianbing
Jianbing is one of the most popular Chinese 
pancakes and with good reason, thanks to 
its perfect blend of flavors and textures, 
including crispy wonton wrapper and 
perfectly fried egg.

馅饼 xianbing (stuffed bun)
Similar to a large, round pan-fried dumpling, 
xianbing come stuffed with a variety of 
different fillings, such as pork and dumplings 
or egg and chives.

门钉肉饼 mending roubing 
(“doornail” meat pie)
Named after the large doornails 
that decorate the doors of 
imperial buildings in Beijing, 
these meaty buns are said to 
have been created for Empress 
Dowager Cixi.

鸡蛋灌饼 jidan guanbing (egg wrap)
Jidan guanbing is the ultimate portable breakfast, 
featuring fried egg, meat (usually ham or a chicken 
steak), and lettuce wrapped taco-style in a thick, 
flaky fried pancake.
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Mosto
Instead of chasing trends, Mosto goes a refreshingly subtler route, 

offering high-quality, creative flourishes on old favorites. Highlights 
include the Angostura bitters tossed in with the bourbon and cube sugar 
of their RMB 65 Old Fashioned, and the rosemary-infused vodka in their 
RMB 60 Bloody Mary. The exception: Mosto’s eponymous and tantalizing 
specialty cocktail, made with jasmine tea-infused rum, Chambord, fresh 
lime juice, green tea syrup, and a frothy egg white for RMB 70. 

Hulu
Aside from its light and bright eats, Hulu’s 

terrace and reasonably priced drinks menu also 
make it a fun spot for imbibing. Among the 
highlights are the tropically inclined Hulu Colada 
(made with pineapple, rum, and coconut that 
comes in a golden pineapple goblet for RMB 58), 
and their negroni (which has a zesty orange twist 
for RMB 58; pictured). 

FEATURE

Q Mex Taqueria 
Q Mex Taqueria’s drinks menu is 

by no means as new as other entries 
on this list, having been available 
since the brand opened this more 
authentically Mexican branch at 
Xinyuan Xili last summer. But even 
as its irresistible tacos initially and 
rightfully took center stage, buzz has 
since built for its impressive roster 
of agave tequilas, not to mention 
tequila-loaded cocktails like the 
coconut sour (made with Tequila 
Blanco, coconut cream and syrup, and 
a brim sprinkled with roasted coconut 
chips; RMB 60 per glass or RMB 185 
for a pitcher).
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Beijing’s classier lounges by no means have a lockdown on the capital’s cocktail scene. This is especially true 
as billowing paychecks place the average price of drinks at many such spots above RMB 100 each, leaving an 
ever-widening gap in the market for more fun and affordable concoctions. That shortfall is steadily being filled 

not only by bars but also increasingly by restaurants. Below, you’ll find some of our favorite venues that prioritize 
affordable mixology right alongside appetizing meals.  

Root Pop
This Shuangjing restaurant has already 

made a name for itself with imaginative 
vegan renditions of fast food favorites. Now 
it’s bringing that same sense of playfulness 
to a new cocktail menu featuring their 
raspberry mojito made with rum, raspberry 
liquor, mint, lime wedges, sugar, and soda. 
Best of all: each of their cocktails are only 
RMB 48 each.

FEATURE

Rollbox
Aside from their hunger-quelling breakfasts, banh mi, and salads, 

Rollbox also has a number of reasonably priced and flavorful cocktails 
to lure you in after-hours. Recipes come courtesy of Garth Wilson of 
Mao Mao Chong fame. Their negroni is to die for;  hefty enough to 
leave you buzzed while also boasting a rich, bitter and smooth flavor. 
But our favorite is the RMB 62 chocolate coffee cocktail (pictured) with 
its spot-on sweet and bitter combination and an alluring aroma thanks 
to a heaping of Vietnamese coffee.

Pebbles
Having mastered Mexican food under 

the tutelage of celebrity chef Rick Bayless, 
Ray Feng has now found a talented 
consultant to hone Pebbles’ cocktails. Enter 
Henry Timberlake, the mustache-twirling 
Texan dynamo whose additions at Feng’s 
Wudaoying restaurant abound with Mexican 
flourishes. Try the Oaxacan Old Fashioned 
made with Mezcal (instead of standard 
bourbon), and agave nectar, or the dessert-
worthy Boozy Coffee Milkshake featuring 
Patron Coffee Tequilla, espresso, Kahlúa, and 
vanilla ice cream.
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WHAT’S NEW BARS & CLUBS

Boxing Cat may have been down, but it was never 
out for the count. Following a short pop-up stint 
at the turn of the new year, the Shanghai craft beer 

giant has dusted itself off for round two in the capital 
with a permanent branch in Xinyuanli. Located in the 
same complex as Q Mex Taqueria and Bottega, it marks 
yet another white-hot opening for the neighborhood 
currently vying with Sanlitun for the title of Beijing’s 
best food and drink hub. And Boxing Cat has come out 
swinging.

At the venue’s opening bash, the taps were flowing 
with 16 Boxing Cat brews, all but three of which are 
unavailable anywhere else in Beijing. Among our favorites 
(all at RMB 50 per pint): the El Presidente, a refreshing 
Mexican lager with zesty lemon-lime notes and we 
imagine quite sessionable at 4.8 percent ABV; and the 
Thrilla in Manila, a gobsmackingly sour beer with hints 
of pomegranate, honey, and ginger, that’s light on its 
feet at 3.7 percent ABV. However, the Breast Wishes Milk 
Stout was a dud, the lactose and flaked oats used in the 
brewing process and its carbonated bubbles making for 
a less-than-stellar combination. 

That one misfire aside, the food had attendees at the 
opening cooing every bit as much as the brews. Chewy 

flatbreads, which run from RMB 58-78 per plateful, are a 
down-to-earth alternative to gourmet pizzas, thanks to 
toppings like fresh Berkshire pork Italian sausage, red curry 
sauce with pumpkin, and truffled mushrooms. Snacks like 
tostadas (RMB 38), along with succulent cold cuts, left 
us yearning to come back and give the menu a proper, 
waistline-expanding try. None of that should come as a 
surprise, given that the kitchen is headed up by Simon 
Sunwoo of Shanghai’s Liquid Laundry, which is quickly 
becoming an institution down south not only for cocktails 
but also for its bountiful brunches.

All this packs a significantly more powerful punch than 
the brand’s prior Beijing foray: their Courtyard 4 pop-up 
last year, which left us a little underwhelmed for its stark 
digs and menu. That sentiment was compounded for 
some by Boxing Cat being bought by beer giant AB InBev, 
leaving fans fearing their once-favorite contender was 
going to bow to corporate pressure and create something 
more crowd-pleasing. Though the extra money certainly 
helps in Boxing Cat’s expansion, influence of the brand 
where it matters – of the nectary goods – seems to have 
been placated for now. For that reason, anxious beer nerds 
can breathe a sigh of relief because the new Xinyuanli 
Boxing Cat has proved itself a real knockout. Kyle Mullin  
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JUST DESSERTS

Ordering at Daoxiangcun, the century-old Beijing 
pastry shop, can be intimidating. The indifferent 
staff, the bad-tempered and impatient customers 

behind you, and the over-the-counter yelling that really 
tests your Chinese language ability and confidence, 
combine to deter all but the most determined expat. And 
that’s a shame because it means you’re not only likely to 
miss out on their traditional and well-crafted patisseries, 
but also new innovations in their baked arsenal like 
rooster-shaped pastries, floss cake, and matcha scones.

Diehards: do not fear, there are no signs yet that 
Daoxiangcun is going to follow in the footsteps of 
Wedome, which recently launched its first unmanned 
24-hour “intelligent store” in Chaoyangmen. However, 
they are embracing change, opening a new café called 
Daotian Riji, which is made with the customer in mind. 
Freshly baked pastries remain behind the counter but 
this time they can be paired with a beverage and enjoyed 
in the adjoining café sans the bustle of queueing and 
cake-mad dama.

Among the more traditional pastries, our favorite was 
the laopo bing (RMB 3.5), with layers of flaky and buttery 
pastry and a sweet red bean filling. However, Daotian Riji 

also stocks a number of updated desserts, such as durian 
tarts and dragon fruit roll cake (RMB 16). The latter features 
smooth and fluffy marbled chiffon cake around sweet 
whipped cream and cubes of dragon fruit jello, making 
for a creative and pleasant combination. 

Pair your decadent dessert with a choice of tea 
(sparkling jasmine or rose pu’er cheese tea, RMB 22), the 
only drawback being that there’s no option to change 
the amount of sugar added, a quantity which can be 
described as “tooth-shatteringly high.” We also found that 
the cheese top tasted slightly savory and minty, not unlike 
toothpaste, so we’d recommend you go for the sour plum 
drink (suanmeitang) or pure tea (RMB 35-45 a pot) instead.

Compared to other downtown establishments, 
Daotian Riji is very affordable, which may explain why 
it was packed on a weekday afternoon. If you can 
temper your cravings, head over after 8pm for a daily 
discount of 20 percent as the bakery clears its trays for 
the following day’s goods. As an added bonus, if you 
buy five or nine pastries you’ll get them gift-wrapped 
for free – the perfect present for your friends, family, 
or yourself. Tracy Wang
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PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

As we approach the end of our long-running 
mission to taste the wares of every official 
provincial government restaurant in the capital, we 

now find ourselves tucking into pulled noodles, roasted 
lamb, and circular bread – the defining delicacies of the 
Uyghur people, the dominant ethnic minority of China’s 
Xinjiang province. And while we’re spoilt for choice when 
it comes to the rustic joys of Xinjiang food in Beijing – the 
green signs, crescent moons, and picture book menus 
beckoning many a Mandarin-illiterate foreigner through 
their restaurant doors, nurturing an early love that lasts 
long past final departure – this government-run take on 
Xinjiang cuisine can boast being one of the city’s best.

Stepping past the massive LED-laden pillar and faux-
mosque façade, and into the sprawling dining hall of the 
Xinjiang Restaurant and hotel, our first thought is that if 
the ongoing clampdown on Muslim culture in China’s 
westernmost province was framed in terms of banning 
its food, the fine people of Beijing may just rise up. Such is 
the enthusiasm of the hundreds of diners being served by 
friendly and attentive staff, who weave their way between 
tables serving rounds of Wusu beer and cakes from a small 
bakery in the center of the chandelier-lit room.

A cold starter of tender Xinjiang-style chicken with 
peppers and a coating of chili oil (RMB 29) is reminiscent 
of its Sichuan cousin koushuiji and has the same effect, 
whetting our appetites to the point that nothing but a 
pillowy, just-out-of-the-oven bun stuffed with ground 
lamb and chopped onions (RMB 4 each) will curb 
our salivation. The smoked horse sausage (RMB 46) is 
decidedly authentic, a mound of circular slices of cured 
meat that flake apart on your tongue. The lamb chuan’r, 
though not an easy dish to get wrong, is a little fatty for our 
tastes but adequately dusted with chili flakes and cumin, 
the cornerstone spices of Xinjiang cuisine.

Of course no proper Xinjiang feast would be complete 
without a big plate chicken (dapanji, RMB 98) and this 
“official” version ironically boasts the use of free range 
birds. In it, large chunks of chicken sit atop equally 
large pieces of soft potato, diced green peppers, and 
thick belts of chewy noodles. Ignore the fact that 
you’re already too stuffed to stand up, and order naan 
to submerge into the spiced gravy, at the same time 
letting yourself wallow in the bustling atmosphere that 
arises from big sharing plates of good food done right; 
even if the context is hard to swallow. Tom Arnstein 
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If you’re lactose intolerant, look away now, because things 
are about to get very, very cheesy. Crispy on the outside 
and gooey on the inside, mozzarella sticks are our idea of 
the perfect bar snack – indulgent, yes, but they’re served 
with tomato sauce so that makes them healthy, right? 
Although they may seem like the sort of thing that was 
dreamed up by a drunk bartender in the 1980s, a recipe 
for fried cheese sticks appears in Le Ménagier de Paris, a 
1393 French guide to running a household. 

Annie’s, RMB 38
We hesitate to imagine how many hangovers have been 
saved by a portion of Annie’s mozzarella sticks. Annie’s 
version is usually firmer than average, without the 
requisite cheese pull, but somehow that makes them 
easier to eat in large quantities. The accompanying tomato 
sauce also has a good balance of sweet and sour. 

Tube Station, RMB 29
You wouldn’t think that Tube Station’s giant pizzas needed 
any accompaniment (other than an antacid, maybe), but 
somehow we still always find space for their mozzarella 
sticks. Just like their pizzas, these are way bigger than 
the typical mozzarella stick and perhaps for this reason, 
boast a great contrast between the molten interior and 
crispy coating. 

The Cheesecake Factory, RMB 64
Trust The Cheesecake Factory to excel at an indulgent dish 
like this. Their take on the mozzarella stick, here simply 
labeled “crispy fried cheese,” benefits from the addition of 
nutty fontina cheese, which adds an extra dimension of 
flavor. A special mention must also go to The Cheesecake 
Factory’s fried macaroni and cheese, because if you’re not 
rolling your pasta in extra carbs and then deep-frying it, 
can you really say you’re living your life?

BEST OF BEIJING

BEST OF
BEIJING
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The most casual member of Groupe Flo’s stable 
of restaurants, Café Flo, has recently had a menu 
makeover, and while the casual vibe remains, the 

food can now hold its own against other more formal 
restaurants around town. 

Café Flo is designed to be a place where you can get 
an accessible introduction to French cuisine, offering an 
interpretation of Parisian café culture inspired by classics 
like Café de Flore. As such, the new menu covers a wide 
range of options, including healthy salads, shareable 
appetizers, and satisfying steaks and burgers. Those dishes 
are bolstered by a varied drinks menu with something for 
every time of the day, from coffee and cold-pressed juices 
to cocktails and a selection of wines by the glass.

Aside from a very tasty (and competitively priced) 
steak-frites, the best dishes on the new menu are those 
that offer a creative riff on classic French cuisine. Take their 
hamburger, which has been given a luxurious French 

makeover inspired by the classic steak dish tournedos 
Rossini, with the addition of pan-fried foie gras. The burger 
is served alongside crispy fries and a half lobster Thermidor 
for extra indulgence. The pricing, on the other hand, is 
anything but luxurious, especially on Mondays when the 
burger is just RMB 98 instead of the usual RMB 228. 

Similarly, a modern take on brandade de morue (salted 
cod with olive oil) sees it shaped into croquettes, the 
crispy breaded coating contrasting perfectly with the soft 
blend of cod and potatoes inside, while an accompanying 
Hollandaise sauce adds a welcome note of sharpness. 
Small bites like these go well with a glass of one of a 
wide selection of reasonably-priced wines, also available 
to order as tasting flights. 

It’s not all Gallic indulgence, however. Lighter options 
such as a grilled salmon salad with quinoa, black rice, and 
63 degrees Celsius slow-cooked egg, make Café Flo a great 
option for any time of the day. Robynne Tindall

BACK FOR MORE

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAFÉ FLO
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Things to do, places to be, stuff to try

SEP 22-27 - CATS 
Cats are renowned for having nine lives, but Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 1981 production 
of the same name has racked up far more impressive numbers. Before coming to Beijing 
this fall, the British musical has already been performed around the world several times; 
it now sits as the fourth longest-running show in Broadway history, has grossed nearly 
USD 350 million in ticket sales, and has won a Tony for Best Musical. Then there’s of 
course the iconic costumes and eye-catching makeup, along with equally famous show 
tunes like “Memory”, all making Cats’ impact and legacy, deep, wide-ranging, and not at 
all aloof like our furry friends. RMB 380-1,380. 7.30pm. Century Theatre

XIAMEN // CAPITAL RANT // MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES // 2018 BEIJING PIZZA FESTIVAL
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GET OUT

PHOTO: M
ARGAUX SCHREURS
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Culture
Xiamen University, known colloquailly as Xia Da, was 

the first university in China to be founded by a member 
of the Chinese diaspora, and is ranked highly nationally. 

The university is a popular tourist site, and you’ll 
have to queue 20-30 minutes for free tickets. That said, 
the wait is worth it given that campus is beautiful to 
explore, especially for its picturesque architecture set 
against the green hills of Xiamen bay. The campus is 
open to tourists between midday and 2pm, and from 
5.30pm to midnight. 

Xiamen University: Daily midday-2pm, 5.30pm-
midnight. 422 Siming Nanlu, Siming District

Nature
Hikers and nature lovers will want to visit Xiamen’s 

Nanputuo Temple, located just south of Putuo, a 
holy Buddhist mountain. From the temple, hike 
for approximately one hour up the mountain for a 
spectacular view over Xiamen. On the other side, you’ll 
find Xiamen Botanical Gardens (RMB 40 for a ticket), 
home to a beautiful selection of flora and fauna that 
will extend your walk by at least another hour.

Nanputuo Temple: Daily 7am-6pm. 515 Siming Nanlu, 
Siming District

Xiamen Botanical Gardens: Daily 6.30am-8pm. 25 
Huyuan, Siming District

Getting there and around
Xiamen is a three-hour flight from Beijing, or 11 

hours by train (if you prefer). Xiamen Station is right in 
the center of where you’ll want to be – Siming District. 

Once you’re there, get around using Mobikes, Ofo, 
or by taxi, which are also readily available and cheaper 
than in Beijing. A word of warning though: traffic was 
bad during our visit due to temporary roadworks, 
so bikes may be the best option to navigate the 
comparatively small city center.

And one last tip: If you want to go to the UNESCO 
World Cultural Heritage Site of Gulangyu Island, 
Xiamen’s main tourist draw, make sure you book your 
ferry tickets ahead of time as they can sell out even a 
day in advance. 

Fujian province’s city of Xiamen, formerly known 
as Amoy, has long been an important historical 
site for its role as a harbor for much of the last 

800 years as well as a strategic stepping-off point 
to Taiwan. These days, it’s best known as a popular 
destination for Chinese tourists because of its mild 
climate, historic sights, beaches, and fresh seafood. 
For those same reasons, it is the perfect destination 
for a weekend away from the stresses and strains of 
Beijing. These are some of this ancient city’s highlights, 
divided by interests.

Art
Shapowei is an up-and-coming art quarter that 

feels like if 798 had a child with Wudaoying. Just like 
those favorite Beijing strolling spots, it’s been ruined 
in places by gentrification but that’s not to say that it’s 
completely lacking in some decent little shops and 
bars. One of the best is Fat Fat Beer Horse brewery, 
whose products you may have encountered at one of 
the capital’s blossoming beer festivals. Fat Fat’s beers 
are brewed on site, which means there’s plenty to 
choose from, and for after-hours (that is, when the bar 
closes) head to the “Leisure Bus” just around the corner. 

Part bus, part outdoor bar, Leisure Bus is bathed 
in unconventional blue lighting and stacked with a 
decent selection of beers. On the night we visited, 
one of the regulars had brought along her pet snake, 
making for no shortage of entertainment.

Fat Fat Beer Horse: Mon-Fri 6pm-midnight; Sat-Sun 3pm-
midnight. Shapowei Art Zone, Daxue Lu, Siming District

Beach
The beach directly in front of Xiamen University may 

get crowded but makes for a fun atmosphere, with 
students sitting, chatting, and sipping on drinks from 
the convenience stores nearby. Dip your toes in the 
water or if you want to swim, visit during school hours 
in the week while the students are hitting the books. 
Alternatively, combine with a walk around Xiamen 
University’s campus, one of the oldest in China ...

Baicheng Beach: South of Xiamen University, Siming District

37 SEP/OCT 2018
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The name Nagasaki will always be synonymous with 
the dropping of the second atomic bomb at the 
end of World War II on Aug 9, 1945, and although 

that history in itself is enough of a reason to visit the city, 
there is plenty more besides to recommend it. From the 
16th to the 19th centuries, Nagasaki played a prominent 
role in Japan’s international trade relations, particularly 
with Portugal, the Netherlands, and China, leaving it with 
a culturally and religiously diverse character as evidenced 
by its many Christian churches. Those who have already 
thoroughly explored Japan’s more modern cities such as 
Tokyo and Osaka will find plenty to enjoy here. 

Getting there
There is a small airport in Nagasaki with flights from 

domestic Japanese destinations and some Asian cities 
such as Seoul, but the easiest way to get there is probably 
to fly into Fukuoka (Air China flies daily to Fukuoka via 
Dalian) and take the train from there, which takes around 
two hours. 

What to do
Nagasaki’s most popular sights are spread out over 

quite a wide area, though easily accessed via the city’s 
tram system. The Atomic Bomb Museum and the 
National Peace Memorial Hall for the Atomic Bomb 
Victims are located in the northern suburb of Urakami, the 
hypocenter of the explosion. Traveling south, you’ll start 
to come across more sights related to the city’s history 
of foreign influence. Dejima, a fan-shaped artificial island, 
was once home to the only sanctioned foreign presence in 
Japan. Today, its beautiful European architecture has been 
painstakingly restored and wandering around makes for 
an instructive (and photo-friendly) couple of hours. Even 
further south, you’ll reach Glover Garden, a landscaped 
area of restored Meiji-era European architecture, and 
Ōura Catholic Church, said to be Japan’s oldest church, 
built in 1864.

Nagasaki may be more famous for its European-style 
churches, but there are some beautiful temples to enjoy 
here, too, mostly located along Teramachi-Dori – Nagasaki’s 
famous temple street. In particular, do not miss Kofukuji, a 

PHOTO: W
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at restaurants all over the city, particularly in Chinatown. 
If you’re looking for more standard Japanese fare, cozy 
izakaya Tarafuku Asa in downtown Shianbashi offers 
freshly-caught sashimi from the waters around Nagasaki, 
alongside more creative dishes like cheese spring rolls or 
deep-fried eggplant stuffed with minced pork. 

Where to stay
If you are only in Nagasaki for a few days, it makes 

sense to stay around Shianbashi, which puts you just 
a 10-minute tram ride away from the train station and 
near most of the restaurants and bars. Richmond Hotel 
Nagasaki Shianbashi is a top choice, with English-speaking 
staff and larger rooms than you’ll find in many business 
hotels in Japan. Further south, towards Glover Garden and 
the Dutch Slope, Hotel Monterey Nagasaki offers a taste of 
the city’s former Western influence, featuring Portuguese 
elements in both the architecture and decor. Stepping out 
of bed onto the terracotta floor tiles and cracking open 
the wooden shutters, you could be fooled into thinking 
you were in Europe. 

Ōbaku Zen Buddhist temple dating back to 1624. 
Finally, fans of abandoned buildings and urban decay 

won’t want to miss a visit to the so-called “Gunkanjima” or 
Battleship Island (the island’s official name is Hashima, but 
it is usually called otherwise thanks to its unique shape). 
Until 1974, the tiny island was the site of an active coal 
mine and was home to more than 5,000 people, making 
it the most densely populated place on earth. Numerous 
companies run boat tours to Gunkanjima, usually lasting 
around three to four hours (including around an hour on 
the island), and costing around JPY 4,000 per person. Note 
that you can’t get very close to the buildings due to the 
threat of collapse. 

What to eat
Nagasaki’s eclectic history has also had an effect on its 

food, which incorporates influences from both Chinese 
and Western cuisine. Take champon, a style of ramen 
featuring seafood, pork, and vegetables served over 
noodles in a pork bone broth, said to have been inspired 
by a dish from Fujian province. You can find this served 
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CAPITAL RANT

“The trouble with Western Food,” said the 
restaurant manager in the sort of solemn 
voice usually reserved for UN declarations and 

statements of holy truth, “is the lack of variety. Take 
our China, for example! We have EIGHT different 
kinds of cuisine, but Western food is just Western 
food. Only one type. That’s not good.”

I generally enjoy a good Han-splaining. It helps 
keep me in my place, and supplements my need 

for incurious bloviating about the world 
on those days when my VPN doesn’t work 
and I can’t obsessively check Twitter. In this 
case, it got me thinking. Not about the 
manager’s analysis, which was of course 
completely batshit, but because this was 
the approximately 4,529th time I’d heard 
a variation on the same theme: In China, 
culture equals food. Western food sucks. 
Therefore Western culture must suck. 
Yay, China!

I love Chinese food. It’s one of the 
world’s great food cuisines. And folks 
here have absolutely every reason to be 
proud of a long culinary tradition. As my 

wife suggests at times when my unsophisticated 
palate fails to adequately appreciate a good chicken 
foot or preserved egg, “My people were cooking 
banquets for kings when your ancestors were 
picking pine cones off the ground and thinking 
‘That’s real crunchy.’”

But does Western food get a bad rap in Beijing? 
Consider that it’s only been about a decade (at 
most) that “Western food” meant something more 

Right. My bad. But in Beijing at the turn of the 
millennium, a cheeseburger ordered outside of 
McDonald’s or some other outpost of American fast 
food imperialism was just as likely to be “meatloaf on 
toast” as anything resembling a burger.

What changed? Well for one, “Westerners” started 
opening their own restaurants. It makes a huge 
difference when the person in charge of the recipes 
actually enjoys eating the food listed on the menu. 
Higher standards – and the whiff of a clue as to what 
the dishes actually should taste like – meant better 
quality food. Today, cheeseburgers are everywhere. 
Pizza is no longer just the Hut serving up nearly 
sauceless pies topped with salmon, mayonnaise, 
and other abominations. In 2018, we have a field of 
100-plus competitors vying for the title of best pie 
in Peking in the Beijinger Pizza Cup. No more does 
Beijing pizza resemble something put together by 
chefs who had had once a pizza described to them 
over the phone but never actually seen one in real 
life. Today we’ve got some options. 

It’s a bit of a parallel to what’s going on with 
“Chinese food” in other parts of the world. A lot 
of folks, including members of my own family, say 
they dislike Chinese food in large part because the 
only Chinese food available in large swaths of North 
America and Europe is still freakishly pink spareribs, 
orange chicken, and fried cheese. But growing 
populations of Chinese expats are changing that 
situation. There is greater demand for the real thing 
and as restaurant owners respond, stomachs follow 
and foodies – as well as homesick Chinese overseas 
– rejoice.

Back in Beijing, tastes are going through a similar 
shift. More people are traveling abroad, and some of 
those folks are even daring to try the local cuisine. 
International restaurants owned or managed 
by people from places like Morocco, Japan, 
Germany, Italy, Russia, and Ohio are bringing their 
interpretations of the world’s food to our city. Sure, 
aunties and uncles are still prone to label anything 
from shakshouka to Shake Shack as “Western Food”, 
but as anyone who has tried to get a table at Great 
Leap or Q Mex or any one of a number of spaces 
around town on a busy night can tell you: folks’ tastes 
are expanding. It turns out “western food” isn’t just 
from “The West,” actually offers a bit of variety, and 
might not completely suck after all.

than gravy-covered mystery meat, rock-hard 
interpretations of a dinner roll, or a bowl of fruit 
which had been criminally assaulted by a vat of 
mayonnaise. If that’s somebody’s first taste of non-
Chinese cooking I can see why there would be 
hatred in the heart and stomach. It would be like 
losing your virginity to a wood chipper.

I recall my first trip from Beijing to Hong 
Kong somewhere back in 2003 or 2004, getting 
to Kowloon, walking into a pub, ordering a 
cheeseburger, and then insulting the bartender by 
looking him square in the eye and asking, “You DO 
know how to make a cheeseburger, right?” 

The bartender looked at me like I just asked him 
to assist me giving an enema to a feral cat and said, 
“It’s a cheeseburger.” 

41 SEP/OCT 2018
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Living with a mental illness can be frightening at times. Living in Beijing with a mental illness, when you’re not 
sure what help is available to you, and without the necessary language skills, can be even worse. 

Thankfully, the internet, so frequently blamed for increased anxiety and social isolation, can also be an 
invaluable resource in making sure you get the help you need, wherever you are. Whether you’re looking for licensed 
counselors who speak English, or need a helping hand getting your self-care routine back into shape, it can all be 
found online.

As for payment, contracts can run for as low as USD 35 
per week (RMB 240, PayPal and overseas credit cards are 
accepted), which covers a text message to your therapist 
twice a day. You can also purchase live chat sessions, 
video sessions, or even phone sessions (which may prove 
difficult given the time difference). All in all, the prices are 
cheap compared to the RMB 2,000-plus you would have 
to fork out for a session with a therapist at one of Beijing’s 
international hospitals.

Though online therapy does move slower than 
therapy in person, especially if you’re messaging via 
text only, it doesn’t mean that it’s not helpful – as with 
anything, what you get out of it depends on the effort 
you put in. Texting may also be a useful way to get 
over any initial nerves you may have about speaking 
to some about your problems, helping to overcome 
that hurdle with a touch of anonymity. Even better, you 
don’t have to travel for appointments or worry about 
taking time off work.

Online Counseling
When it comes to therapy, Beijing’s options are likely 

to leave a hole in your wallet, and most of our insurance 
policies offer scant coverage for mental health treatment. 
This is why, after a desperate night of researching, I came 
across online therapy.

Talkspace and BetterHelp are examples of two apps 
that can help link clients to licensed therapists based 
in the United States, giving you access to therapy via 
their secure online messaging services. The therapists 
are knowledgeable in an array of specific conditions, 
from depression and anxiety to eating disorders and 
borderline personality disorder. They can also provide 
marriage counseling.

Upon signing up, users are asked to fill out a 
questionnaire about their situation and perceived issues 
before being provided a few counselors to choose from. 
Read their bios, check out their specialties and working 
methods, and you’re ready to go!
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Coping strategies – What’s Up? 
This free app gives instant tips on how 
to help yourself feel better, coping 
strategies to get through tougher 
times, and also information on different 
diagnoses if you’re concerned about 
ongoing or developing symptoms.

Note: Therapists are of course unable to give out medical advice when it comes to pharmaceutical interventions, for 
which you would need to see a qualified doctor. None of these platforms are able to help in life-threatening situations 
and in a serious crisis, you should seek urgent medical help.

Mood tracking – Daylio
Mood tracking is an important 
way to create links between your 
habits and your moods. Daylio is 
a free mood tracking app that 
helps you remember how you 
felt after various activities, in 
order to help you decide what 
you need to do more or less of 
on a daily basis. 

Sleep – Sleep Cycle
Tracking your sleep cycle can help improve your quality of sleep and 
therefore your quality of life. Closely monitoring “zzz’s” is a good way 
to take care of yourself, as a lack of sleep can impair functioning in the 
day and in more extreme cases lead to the deterioration of mental 
health. In the absence of an Apple Watch or a similar fitness tracker, 
the Sleep Cycle app monitors your sleep (place your phone in your 
bed or on your bedside table) wakes you up during the lightest 
phase in your sleep cycle, giving the impression of having awoken 
naturally, and displays how you slept throughout the night. A year‘s 
subscription costs USD 29.99 (RMB 205).

Meditation – Calm or Headspace
These meditation apps have the same goal: to provide a 
regular chance to escape to an oasis of peace in our hectic 
world. Both guide users through the process of taking 
a moment to be in the present, and are thus perfect for 
beginners new to this mindfulness skill. There are a number 
of free meditations on each app, but full access requires 
membership (Calm is priced at USD 59.99 (RMB 410) for a 
year, with new moments of calm every day and over 100 
guided meditations, whereas Headspace costs around USD 
95 (RMB 650) if you commit to a year).  

Other Online Resources
If online therapy isn’t right for you, there are other apps which can help improve your self-care routine and mental 

wellbeing, even if you don’t live with an ongoing mental illness.

FEATURE
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Early bird ticket buyers (RMB 20) will 
receive a complimentary vintage 
bandana, while group ticket buyers 
(three tickets and up) will get a free picnic 
blanket. Scan the QR code for more info. 
Tickets are RMB 30 on the door .

Can you smell that? It’s the sweet scent of a 
gargantuan mess of dough and cheese rolling 
through the capital to new and exciting places, 

namely Zhongguancun’s sprawling Software Park in 
Haidian. Yes, the 2018 Beijing Pizza Festival, which this 
year takes place on Saturday and Sunday, Oct 13-14, is 
breaking new ground as we take the show on the road 
to the capital’s student and tech hub.

Themed after Roman Holiday, the iconic 1953 romantic 
comedy starring Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn, this 
year’s event is an homage to the capital of Italy and the 
iconic dish that the country birthed – pizza. That means 
that you can expect what you’ve come to love about our 
annual cheese-fest – 60 of the city’s top vendors, drinks, 
bands, DJs, and live entertainment – all with an added 
sprinkle of mid-20th-century chic.

Last year’s event attracted over 10,000 of China’s most 
devoted and hungry pizza fans and we hope to outdo 
ourselves this year by holding the biggest festival in 
honor of the glorious combination of dough and cheese 
that Beijing has ever seen. For now, to get you salivating 
at the thought of this year’s Pizza Fest, turn to p.12-20 to 

see how last year’s top five pizza makers intend to come 
out top once again. 

So, save the date, come dressed in your most stylish 
Italian threads, and prepare to chow down on some 
delizioso grub.

ZHONGGUANCUN SOFT WARE PARK

PHOTOS: W
ARNER BROS, COURTESY OF THE VENUE
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"BIG LOVE AND SMALL HATE RELATIONSHIP" SEE P60

"THE MEDICAL GOWN. UGH"  SEE P61

"I'LL NEVER GET TO ATTEND HOGWARTS" SEE P62

"A COLD WAR, ANTI-NUKE COMEDY WITH SURREAL PUPPETRY" SEE P63

Introducing the people who matter

OCT 25 – SAM SMITH
Who knew sadness could sound so sweet? Chart-topping British pop star Sam Smith 
has built a career from belting out such weepy, catchy fare, and now he’s set to crank 
open the waterworks in China’s capital. Fans at his Cadillac Center concert will surely 
be rendered teary-eyed by smash hits like “Stay With Me” and “Too Good at Goodbyes”. 
Wishful thinking perhaps but hopefully he’ll bring along some gospel singers to fully 
realize the famously epic backup vocals on that latter ballad. RMB 480-1,880. 7.30pm. 
Cadillac Center

BEST HOTEL BANDS // OUTED VENUES // P.K. 14 // ANDREW AHN // JASON WILKINS  
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For traveling musicians, it’s the most far-flung gig on Earth: rocking out bars at Beijing’s luxury hotels. China’s capital is now home to 
more expat house bands than ever, hailing from South America, Eastern Europe, West Virginia, and beyond.

“If you wanna see the world,” says Tom Knight, the Kiwi bandleader of Beersmith resident group Soul Shake, “this is the way to do it.” 
Soul Shake worked residencies in places like Doha and Dubai before landing a contract at Hotel Jen’s first-floor CBD gastropub last November. 

“A lot of people pooh-pooh the idea of doing a gig like this,” Knight says over a pint, brewed in the tanks behind Beersmith’s stage. “But 
there’s nothing better to cut your chops than to come out here for a couple of years, get your head in the game, and get working every day.” 

Otherwise, you’re stuck back home doing weddings and corporate events, says Freddy Dodwell, a Singaporean-Canadian expat whose 
company Segrace Entertainment represents five of the six groups profiled here. “China is beginning to understand live entertainment,” he 
adds. “Only in Asia can musicians really reflect their professional ability onstage five nights a week. In Canada, you need to be a postman 
and a bass player.”

Welcome to the real gig economy, where room service meets job security. Beijing’s hotels are accelerating this sort of hospitality 
marketing, where musicians are keeping Happy Hour crowds happy well into the wee hours. Here are a few of the top acts in the scene.  

Bar: Equis, Four Seasons 
Residency: March-October
Choice track: Prince - “Purple Rain” 
See them: Monday-Saturday

Before Venezuelan model Háyderik Fortiz joined 
Diamonds in March, the band attracted followings at 
swank Middle East hotels under the name Magnetic. 
Both monikers suit them, and night after night at Equis, 
Diamonds blows the pretense out of the Four Seasons 
lounge with roaring takes on Prince’s “Purple Rain” and, 
of course, Rihanna’s “Diamonds”.

“In Venezuela right now, it’s a little bit difficult to do 
what you love,” says Fortiz, referring to the hundreds 
of thousands of people fleeing her home country on 
account of economic stagnation. “Here in China, they 
really appreciate what you’re doing.” 

Bar: Beersmith, Hotel Jen (Shangri-La) 
Residency: November 2017-February 2019
Choice track: Queen - “Bohemian Rhapsody”
See them: Tuesday-Saturday

These three Brits and two Kiwis add up to the ultimate party 
band, minus the cheese. Soul Shake blends classic rock with 
chart-topping pop: Stevie Wonder, Alicia Keys, and Ed Sheeran 
often turn up in the same set.

Come-as-you-are Beersmith makes its beer onsite and hosts 
the most physical crowds of any hotel bar. Stephanie Piggott hits 
every high note from Adele to Whitney Houston, and the band’s 
epic Queen tribute that they developed in April is still buzzing.

Tom Knight tracks China’s most Shazamed songs every 
week, to keep his band’s 560-song repertoire fresh. Their favorite 
crowd-pleaser? “The one they want,” says Knight. “Your job is your 
audience.”

PHOTOS: UNI YOU, COURTESY OF THE VENUES
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Bar: Centro, Kerry Hotel (Shangri-La)
Residency: March-September 2018
Choice track: Amy Winehouse - “Back to Black”
See them: Monday-Saturday

This lounge band keeps true to its name, bringing Las 
Vegas soul and swagger to classic and contemporary R&B 
and pop. 

Singer Trina Johnson Finn has backed Barbra Streisand 
and MC Hammer, and co-fronts this six-member lineup. Their 
funky, upbeat covers of Shakira’s “Hips Don’t Lie” and Estelle’s 
“American Boy” are designed for inspiring even the most 
reserved Chinese audience to its feet. 

“The key to reading the room is listening when you’re 
actually onstage,” says singer Eric Sean. “If you do the job well, 
that work will continue uninterrupted.” 

Bar: Atmosphere, China World Summit Wing (Shangri-La)
Residency: December 2018-December 2019 
Choice track: B.B. King - “The Thrill is Gone” 
See them: Tuesday-Sunday

This province-hopping band has rocked more Chinese 
residencies than any other group, settling in Qingdao, 
Guangzhou, and Chengdu. So it’s fair to say Gamma has 
earned its view, overlooking Beijing from the posh 80th-floor  
Atmosphere lounge of China World Summit Wing. 

A recent set featured a blistering jam of B.B. King’s “The 
Thrill is Gone”, and took Lady Gaga’s “Million Reasons” on 
a psychedelic trip. 

“We would like to experience other countries,” says lead 
singer Anђelina Voskresienska. “But China kind of became 
our second home,” before singer and guitarist Anthony 
Di Damaso playfully adds, “I don’t want to leave WeChat 
and Taobao.” 

Bar: Xian, East, Beijing (Swire)
Residency: March 2018-January 2019
Choice track: The Chainsmokers - “Don’t Let Me Down”
See them: Tuesday-Saturday

Respect to this Venezuelan quartet for coming so far in so little 
time: they met five months ago, and started at Xian after only one 
rehearsal. Rivals’ sets center around ’90s and ’00s rock and pop, and 
the band is apparently big fans of Coldplay, playing three songs 
from the aging British rock group in one set.

“For musicians, our gasoline is the people,” says bandleader 
Reymi Hidalgo, who’s worked in Beijing for 12 years. Still, he says, 
“working outside of your country is very hard. You have to sacrifice 
yourself – a lot.”

Part of that means nailing English articulation onstage at this 
cozy, industrial-chic venue near the 798 Art District. Singer Carla 
Rojas’s mom can’t believe she also covers songs in Chinese. “Here,” 
Rojas tells her, “it’s possible. You can learn anything.” 
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The bricking up of Beijing’s hutongs and the change in urban landscape has no doubt left most of us feeling numb. 
Often in these situations, queer spaces are some of the first to go, as marginal spaces on the fringe. This has been 
noted in the disappearance of lesbian spaces, for example, in many cities all over the world. However, in Beijing it 

seems that queer spaces have been able to survive and even thrive, perhaps due to the community’s ability to adapt.
The trend over the past year or so has been to actively challenge a separation within the LGBTQ+ community. 

Perhaps this comes hand-in-hand with a greater understanding and acceptance of the gender spectrum, and thus of 
the trans community. Within our own community, we have learned about inclusivity and the need to move beyond 
gendered spaces. 

We have adapted, and our spaces have adapted with us. Perhaps it is in times of challenge it is easier to come together 
as a community. Below we have included our top picks for Beijing’s queer spaces to check out this month!

FEATURE

Red Dog
Best For: Getting to Know the Community 
What to expect: A relatively new bar for anywhere but Beijing’s rapidly changing scene, Red Dog has become the 
go-to for the city’s LGBTQ community for after work meet-ups. The cocktails are pretty, the people are friendly, and if 
owner Jack Kangyin Ren is not on the decks spinning pop music for you to bop to, he’ll be right there on the dance 
floor with you. Its inclusive atmosphere means that Red Dog is one of the best places for newcomers to meet the 
more established community.
When to go: Thursdays are officially LGBT nights but there are often other special events on the weekends, such as 
birthday parties to gatecrash, or hangouts for groups before they head onto more ‘serious’ partying.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE VENUES, VARSHA M
AHAJAN, PIERRE ALIVON
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Les Booze
Best For: Meeting the Ladies
What to expect: A queer women’s event for all women-
identifying folks, Les Booze comes together twice a 
month: first at Chill Bar on the first Friday of the month, 
and then on the third Saturday of every month at Red 
Dog for a more lively affair. An open event held in LGBTQ-
friendly venues, Les Booze is a chance for The Ladies, as 
they affectionately call themselves, to come together to 
mingle, or perhaps to awkwardly avoid their Tinder date 
gone wrong. 
When to go: Every first Friday of the month at Chill Bar 
in Andingmen and every third Saturday of the month at 
Red Dog in Sanlitun Soho. 

Destination
Best For: Meeting the Queens of Beijing
What to expect: Originally a place where the gay men 
of Beijing (and some hangers-on) would come out of 
the woodwork after the work week was done, it is now 
aiming to become the epitome of LGBTQ diversity. A huge 
three-floor complex consisting of a café and restaurant 
(DesLink), an art gallery and community organization, a 
terrace, and of course their infamous club and its warren 
of dark rooms.
When to go: Wednesday drag nights are fabulous, with a 
diverse and fun-loving crowd. Alternatively, go on a Friday 
or Saturday nights for your usual Destination clubbing 
experience complete with go-go boys and a bouncy 
dance floor, and Sunday afternoons for a final weekend 
cocktail in the courtyard and a visit to the affiliated art 
gallery.

La Social
Best For: A Tinder Date
What to expect: Speaking of Tinder dates, La Social 
is our pick for one-on-one schmoozing because 
of its intimate, homely feel, as well as a beguiling 
collection of weird paraphernalia throughout the 
bar, making it easy to find conversation topics 
should things slow down. On top of that, it has 
a sort of secret, hidden vibe, their cocktails are 
strong, and the music is on point.   
When to go: Thursdays are La Social’s designated 
“The Closet” LGBT nights where all drinks are half 
price with a kiss of your preferred partner – a 
perfect way to get the evening started.
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P
i oneering Chinese post-punk band P.K.14 will release their sixth 

studio album, titled What We Talk About When We Talk About His 

Name on Oct 16. Frontman Yang Haisong told the Beijinger in a 

recent interview that the forthcoming LP boasts ambitious production. 

In fact, it has so many overdubs that he’s excited by the challenge of 

recreating those complex songs onstage. Ahead of its release, Yang 

reflects back on the band’s two-decade run.

20 YEARS OF MUSIC AHEAD OF THE NANJING 

POST-PUNK BAND’S SIXTH ALBUM

Kyle Mullin
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I love to dance with music onstage. It’s easy to move with big sounds. But 
I have no idea when I should jump or not, I just naturally move. 
And no, I don’t drink alcohol or coffee before 
shows [laughs]. 

This one was taken 
by  John Yingling 
[founder of the do-
cuseries and plat-
form The World 
Underground] in 
Chengdu, against 
the wall of Little 
Bar during P.K.14’s 
China tour in 2013.

This was from a show at [now closed Liangmaqiao 
venue] 2 Kolegas. I remember we just came back from 
a long European tour, and we were launching our 2005 
album White Paper.

Somewhere in Texas. Houston? Or Dallas? Not sure. There 
were toilets outside of the venue. So we took this photo, because we 
love having fun on tour!  
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One of our very first band pictures in Nanjing 
in 1997. When I look at it now, I see us trying to 
pose like a “cool young band.” Looks a bit cute! 
I guess that’s just normal for any new band.
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 This photo was taken in the year 2000 at 17 Club, 
a venue run by Modern Sky on Sanlitun South 
Street. It was a cool place to hang out, and we 
played there many times.
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A Drink With is a regular column in which we ask Beijing personalities to tell us about their drinking habits 
and preferences. This issue, we talk to Andrew Ahn, chef at modern Korean restaurant Maru, and frequent 
star of TV cooking show Go, Fridge! Ahn speaks perfect Chinese, and can boast having experienced Beijing 

life through a plethora of alcoholic drinks.

famous for their drinking capacity. I’d like to see how 
they drink, what they drink, and how much they can 
drink! [Laughs]

What’s your favorite Chinese food and drink 
pairing?

Luzhuhuoshao ( a mixture of stewed pork intestines 
with wheat bread) at a restaurant called Beixinqiao 
Luzhu or chaogan ( pig’s liver and intestines) at another 
eatery called Qingfeng Baozipu. Baozi with erguotou for 
breakfast – that is the best way to start a day in Beijing 
like a local. Or grilled mantou seasoned with stinky tofu, 
dipped in sesame oil, and paired with fresh scallion from 
Shandong, again, while drinking erguotou.

What’s your most outrageous drinking experience?
When I did the two-year mandatory Korean military 

service when I was 19 years old, the welcome drink 
was a noodle bowl full of a concoction of beer, soju, 
water, Sprite, chili powder, even the dirty water from 
someone’s sock laundry ... and a goldfish that was still 
alive. You had to swallow the poor little goldfish. That 
is the most disgusting experience that I would rather 
never recall again.

What’s the best drink to pair with Korean cuisine?
Makgeolli (4-9 percent ABV), a milky, off-white, and 

sparkling rice wine that is sweet, carbonated, and drunk 
like beer among Koreans. Cheongju, a clear and refined 
rice wine (think the Korean version of sake), was in the 
past only accessible to the upper class, but life changed 
after the revolution and it became really popular in 
Korea. Soju, however, is distilled from sweet potato. It 
was very cheap and packed 50-60 percent ABV, and was 
the most common drink for the working class in the old 
times, though it’s become less alcoholic as time has 
gone by. Poktanju (“bomb drink,” similar to a boilermaker 
and involves dropping a shot of soju into beer) popular 
now. So I would pair makgeolli and cheongju with most 
Korean dishes, and soju with spicy and savory food (such 
as grilled pork intestines AKA sundae).

A DRINK WITH

Tell us a bit about yourself, what brought you here 
and what that was like.

I arrived in Beijing in 2009 to work for Four Points 
by Sheraton Hotel. Then I opened Ssam (which 
later changed its name to One Pot) to serve healthy 
contemporary Korean cuisine in Sanlitun Soho. Recently 
I opened Maru, an innovative, modern Korean restaurant 
in Hopson One.

How old were you when you started drinking?
At 18 years old, after graduating from high school. 

It’s a Korean tradition that fathers talk to sons over 
a shot or two of soju [a distilled Korean wine with 
between16-53 percent ABV] about the strict rules of 
drinking etiquette in Korea, such as: one must hold 
the glass with two hands and bow when receiving a 
glass from an elder, never leave a friend’s glass empty, 
turn away from one’s elders and cover the mouth 
with one’s hands when drinking, and do not refuse 
an elderly person’s offer of a drink because it’s seen 
as impolite. Even though I had many chances to drink 
with friends during high school, I saved that special 
moment for my dad.

Tell us about the first time you were drunk.
There were only five universities during my time as 

a student, and my parents didn’t want me to be too far 
from them, so I chose the nearest university, in Daegu, 
to study culinary arts. I shared an apartment with my 
friend at that time, and we served our friends alcohol 
every day. One day, I came back home after having 
had a bad day waiting at the restaurant I worked at, so 
I gulped down an entire bottle of soju in front of my 
friends in one go. I felt much better at first, then after 
a while, I noticed the floor approaching me. That day 
finished with lots of vomiting.

Who would you most like to go out drinking with?
Guan Yu or Zhang Fei. They were the bravest generals 

during the Three Kingdoms Period, and became gods 
of war to the Chinese. They were heroes in history, and 
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PHOTO: UNI YOU 

OLD CHINA HAND

If you’ve been to an event in Beijing, chances are 
you’ve seen Jason Wilkins AKA “DJ Jay 1, 2” behind his 
turntables, laying down one carefully chosen record 

after another, his head and upturned baseball cap 
bopping to the rhythm. And while many a scenester 
in the capital would call him one of the city’s best DJs, 
he disagrees with such labeling entirely. 

“I don’t even consider myself a DJ. I consider myself 
a selector. And to be honest, I don’t play for the crowd, 
I play for myself. Luckily, it just so happens the crowd 
likes the music I play,” the Detroit native says. “That’s why 
I’ll play a disco song, then I’ll play a funk song, and if the 
mood hits me I might play free-form jazz, and then a 
hip-hop song. It’s a free-spirited type of thing.”

That very same attitude is actually what brought him 
to Beijing, 12 years ago. He was at an airport, leaving 
a teaching job in Guizhou after two months because 
it was “too country there.” He looked up at the flight 
board. A job offer awaited him at the end of the 3.30pm 
flight to Shanghai. However, a friend from Detroit who 
worked in music promotion in Beijing, and had brought 
over big names like legendary Motor City techno artist 
Derrick May, had encouraged Wilkins to come live in 
the capital.

The airport’s board also listed a flight to Beijing, 
an hour after the one he was supposed to take to 
Shanghai. “I looked back and forth and thought to 
myself ‘Shanghai, Beijing … Shanghai, Beijing …’ then 
I reached in my pocket and pulled out a coin, and said 
‘Heads, I’m staying on course, tails I’m going to Beijing,’ 
and so here I am.”

Jay’s breezy outlook may well have begun at a record 
store in Detroit. It was the late ‘70s and a young Wilkins 
was with his mother, a music buff with a collection of 
about 400 LPs (mostly Motown and disco, while his dad 
supplemented those stacks with classics by the likes of 
Steely Dan). As she thumbed through the selection, one 
record leapt out at him, which may surprise those of us 
only somewhat familiar with his current sets: Kiss’ Love 
Gun. Young Wilkins was immediately enamored on 
account of the classic rockers looking like superheroes 
to him. Even though his mother dismissed it as “the 

devil’s music” because of their makeup and ghoulish 
grins, the ponytailed record store clerk told her it was 
perfectly fine for the boy to listen to, before giving 
Wilkins a mischievous wink when his mother was no 
longer paying attention. To this day, Wilkins credits that 
Kiss LP with opening him up to new genres that help 
him put together eclectic sets. 

And while his tastes grew broader than those of his 
parents, he maintained their completist spirit, amassing 
huge stacks of vinyl over the years which exceed over 
4,000 records today. That collection got its first big kick 
start when he began working at a record store in Detroit 
and brought home the promo LPs that his bosses didn’t 
want. As his vinyl library grew, Wilkins began DJing at 
parties and then at clubs, with a friend exclaiming at 
one point: “You’re the only person who can go to a hip-
hop club, a house club, a techno club, the local funk 
nights, and a rave, and everybody would know you.”

After settling in Beijing, Wilkins took on a similar 
approach, playing eclectic sets at equally varied venues 
whenever he had a chance. Those efforts were by no 
means an instant sensation, but after slowly and steadily 
building up a network and reputation, he was invited 
by Slow Boat to play their Beijing Autumn Craft Beer 
Festival at East Hotel in 2014. On the first day he was 
slated to DJ for a whopping 10 hours, and throughout 
that time attendees would pop by to ask him for his 
WeChat and compliment him on the music, so much 
so that he found it was cutting into his concentration, 
prompting him to have a QR code made on the second 
day of the fest that he dangled off the booth. When he 
went home and charged his dead cell phone, he was 
surprised to later open his WeChat and realize “my shit 
was blowing up. I’ve had steady gigs ever since, and 
I always tell Chandler [Jurinka, Slow Boat owner and 
manager] that I owe a lot to him.” 

“Beijing has treated me good, I have nothing to 
worry about, I get steady gigs,” Wilkins says. “Man, you 
can come here and you can be and do anything you 
want. I like it because of the opportunities that present 
themselves here.”

PHOTO: UNI YOU 
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STUNT 101 

Stunt 101 takes a sultry dive into the weird, the explicit, 
and the abnormal fads and trends gripping China and 
its inhabitants so that you never risk being stunted on 

again.

Chen Yuan (pictured below) is a straight baller, living 
large with girls and money. He has 550GB of space on 
his hard drive, 32GB of RAM, and like 18 computers. He is 
the mogul IT machinist in Zhongguancun who will solve 
your computer impotence issues, offer you tea, and pull 
you into the shady world of cryptocurrency – all while 
orating with the intensity of Charles Manson. He is also 
an avid body shamer. 

 “How you doing today, Mr. Chen?”
 “Extremely happy. Also stressed. If you have a fat 

crypto wallet, then basically you know what it’s like to be 
a fat person, you know? You have to watch every step. It’s 
a 24-hour job, with all eyes on you – crypto don’t sleep.”

 “Um. Can you give me an example?”
 “We were in this Meetup.com blockchain cuddle 

puddle in Phuket and everyone was rolling and nobody 
wanted to touch my fat friend, so I started body shaming 
him and eventually everyone tried making him feel better 
by rubbing him like, ‘Wow this feels so amazing.’ He got 
with two Venezuelan EtherCoin reps that night, so there 
you go. I think people are good, deep down inside.”

 “What’s blockchain?”

 “You ever see The Human Centipede?”
 “I love that movie.”
 “It’s a lot like that. ‘Pump and dump’ schemes, they call 

them. One thing you have to know about crypto: ‘there 
are no rules, only consequences.’ Same goes for body 
shaming – once you put an idea in someone’s head, there 
it stays.” 

 “Yeah. You pointed out my facial acne earlier.”
 “That’s not acne, those are sex bumps, brother. You 

need to have sex, then they will go away.”
 “Okay. When did you first get into body shaming?”
 “My mom was a big concern-troll. Always with the 

‘You’re so skinny, you should eat more.’ Pretty standard. 
‘Don’t you think it’s time for you to get married?’ Parents 
are really good at that, because these are people who 
have lived a little longer and know how to get the most 
out of their bodies.” 

 “Right.” 
 “Body shaming gets a bad rep nowadays, but most 

people don’t know the tactical benefits: high investment 
returns with little to no risk. How do you think I survive in 
Zhongguancun? It’s sell or be sold out here. People are 
scared of online shopping, but Taobao and Jingdong, they 
don’t have the touch I do. They don’t move the customers 
like I do. Look, I’m on the second floor. People have been 
walking up those stairs 10 years to see me. I’m the king, 
man. I run the underworld, guy. I got the entire Adobe 
Creative Suite here. Ableton. Rhino. Any software you 
want, I’ll find it, crack it, put it on your computer. Fifty kuai.”

I imagined Chen’s repeat customers floating up the 
escalator, lured by a secret desire to be body shamed by 
the same man who turbo-charges their laptops.

 “I don’t trust anyone I haven’t body shamed. That’s 
what my wife always says: “I don’t care how rich he is, if 
he turns into a baby when you body shame him, he’s just 
a man holding onto your money for you.” 

This Issue’s Stunt Kit:
1. A sex partner spiritually invested in cryptocurrency
2. Chen Yuan’s WeChat: nishuohui2599
3. “I’m not an English teacher, I’m an investor.”
4. www.meetup.com
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